
Objectives
THE ULTIMATE PRODUCTIVITY HACK FOR YOUR TEAM



Lately, the news has been filled with talk of the growing 

employee engagement problem that we’re facing in the 

United States; recently, Gallup found that an astounding 

70% of employees are disengaged at work. Unfortunately, 

a lot of people’s reaction to this news is: so what? The 

thing that many have yet to understand about the issue 

is that disengaged employees distract their colleagues, 

contribute to a poor workplace culture, and ultimately 

have a negative impact on the bottom line. 

Last year alone, disengaged employees cost the US 

between 450 and 550 billion dollars; that’s not something 

to be taken lightly. One way to combat this rampant 

disengagement is to use a performance management 

solution. Xactly Objectives™ can help you achieve your 

business goals, and allow you to build a high-performing 

team that’s better connected, more inspired, and more 

productive.

This guide will not only help you understand how Xactly 

Objectives can help you step up your productivity game, 

but will also share the amazing power that incentives and 

objectives have to change the world, as well as fill you in 

on some entertaining productivity hacks from well known 

historical figures and regular 9-5 workers.

When you couple the high percentage of disengaged 

employees with how busy people are (a recent study found 

that about 80% of Americans work more than 40 hours 

per week) you have a recipe for disaster. People may be 

at work physically, but odd are they aren’t utilizing their 

time as efficiently as they could be. Goals at your company 

might be getting lost, they might not be strategically tied to 

larger company goals, or they could even be non-existent. 

Utilizing a performance management system can help you 

remedy all of these issues.

With Xactly Objectives™, teams are able to discover 

a newfound alignment that seamlessly maps with the 

organization’s unique goals. Managers are able to oversee 

team performance, view which of their employees are 

excelling, and see who is falling behind and needs some 

extra coaching. With this kind of visibility, they can easily 

adjust the MBOs to quickly meet changes in both focus 

and necessity.
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This solution gives employees a simple way to see how 

their objectives are tied to their bonus numbers, and has 

a significant impact on performance and company culture. 

Since employees have such excellent visibility into what 

they need to achieve in order to receive their bonuses, 

they are inspired to do their best work. At our company, 

employees have at various times used their bonuses to 

put a down payment on a new car, to buy an engagement 

ring, and to go backpacking in Southeast Asia. When 

your workforce can see exactly what they need to do to 

achieve their personal and professional goals productivity 

can go through the roof. 

In a recent article about productivity, best selling author 

Peter Economy says,  “If you’ve got a to-do list with 15 or 20 

items on it, chances are you’re going to feel overwhelmed 

and not get much of any of it done. Edit down your list 

to the three or four most important things you need to 

do, then focus on just those items until you’ve completed 

them.”- This is great advice, as it’s easier to focus on a 

handful of goals rather than getting overwhelmed with a 

dozen. This is part of the upside to using a Management 

By Objectives (MBO) solution. Xactly Objectives helps 

managers battle the impulse to set too many goals 

that employees will never be able to complete; instead 

empowering employees and managers set reasonable, 

strategic goals together.  

Getting the hang of these best practices is critical to 

developing an Objectives plan that encourages the most 

growth and development, and which ultimately inspires 

the best performance. Understanding the key metrics 

to focus on, the correct number of goals to outline, and 

the proper cadence for check-ins and status reports will 

ultimately lead you to a more engaged and productive 

workforce. As noted in the beginning, a staggering 70% 

of employees are disengaged at work, resulting in half a 

trillion dollars annually. Take the elevator down from the 

office with 10 people, and odds are you and two friends 

are the only ones taking things seriously.

You need to tackle your Objectives head on, and craft 

them into the valuable utility they are; from bringing your 

disengaged employees back from the brink, to fostering 

a collaborative community culture which inspires your 

employees to actively participate, you can transform the 

face of your business by leveraging these Objectives best 

practices.

So, lets say you take these best practice methodology, 

and you apply it to your current MBO system. Quickly you 

make a tweak to your goal setting criteria, tightening your 

high-level goals to 3-5. Next, you reevaluate your incentive 

compensation within the system, ensuring bonuses and 

rewards are tailored to the people you are serving. You do 

all this and more, and guess what – your system is a finely 

tuned engine, just purring away under the hood of your 

company. You’ve done great work, and now you turn your 

eye to the horizon and think: Now What?

How do you take things to the next level? You may have 

perfected the best practices of MBO design, and this is 

by no means a small feat. But why stop there? Part of the 

draw of a killer MBO program, or an enviable incentive 

compensation strategy, lies not just in the technical 

excellence of the system, but the power and tenacity of 

the additional efforts. This is your opportunity to push 

your plan past the threshold of mimicry and into the realm 

of must-have You can establish yourself as an industry 

thought leader, a benchmark setting pioneer of MBO 

design, if only you take some risks and think strategically 

about what exactly can launch your system into the 

stratosphere.



This is by no means an exhaustive list of tips to accomplish this, and in fact such a list would not be possible to compile. 

Ultimately this is your opportunity to think creatively and strategically about the power of your incentives, the integrity of your 

systems, and the innovation you’re willing to explore – the only limit is the one you establish for yourself. That being said, 

reinventing the wheel can be a daunting task, so in light of that you can look to these examples to assist you in the process.

John F. Kennedy was 
famous for taking naps 
to boost productivity 

When you have a major project to complete, put away 

your iPhone and close down your email for at least a solid 

hour. You’ll be surprised how much you can get done when 

you’re not getting constant notifications. 

Listen to music with no lyrics. Recent studies suggest that 

music eliminates distractions and can help improve your 

mood. However, music with lyrics was shown to have 

a negative effect on people trying to write due to the 

language part of your brain being used to listen to the song. 

Give yourself a small incentive to complete a project. For 

example, tell yourself if you finish that report you get to go 

buy that ridiculously overpriced and delicious latte from the 

hipster coffee place near your office. 

Beethoven always 
woke up early so that 
he’d have time to get 
plenty done before 

midday break  

Nelson Mandela  
took long walks  
in the morning 

Bill Gates 
recommends moving 

quickly on a good 
idea so that you 

can stay ahead of 
competition 

Ernest Hemingway  
was more productive 

when standing up

PRODUCTIVITY HACKS OF THE GREATS 

OUR FAVORITE WORKPLACE PRODUCTIVITY HACKS 

Never underestimate a simple to-do list. I like to make 

mine colorful and easy to check-off. It gives you a sense 

of satisfaction when you can visualize all the work you’re 

getting done. 

Have a contest within your department. If you’re in sales a 

short-term SPIF can help improve productivity drastically. 



UNIQUE INCENTIVES 

To start, let’s look at some out of the box incentives that 

you can use to bring those disengaged employees back 

into the fold. These are your 70% unfocused, unproductive, 

and probably unhappy employees who barely want to 

wrap up their work for the day, let alone give you their all 

or access a set of goals for their increased success and 

productivity. Before you can change the system itself, you 

have to give these people a reason to return to focus, and 

here’s the first unique step you can take:

THE ADVENTAGEOUS CALENDAR 

Now some people may be familiar with the concept of an 

advent calendar, which is ostensibly a calendar counting 

down to the holidays with treats inside for each day down. 

The effort of patiently enduring the hardship of time is here 

rewarded with delicious treats upon the completion of each 

day – why not borrow this iconic excitement generator in 

your own office? Make a calendar for your team, with the 

days and tasks of an important project marked off along 

the way. Offer them some escalating perk system for at 

least meeting, if not exceeding, deadlines.

Now, a lot of the design and implementation here rests on 

your knowledge of the team you’ve assembled, but we 

would recommend treats (no one is ever too old for treats), 

special swag, gift cards, and other little tokens for the 

completion of each. You can even add in a competitive 

component by having everyone race towards a star at the 

end of the project; the first team member to complete their 

contribution to the satisfaction of the group could receive 

a special spot bonus or short term SPIF, whatever the case 

may be.

OBJECTIVES2 

The idea behind every great incentive compensation 

solution or MBO program is that the strength and strategic 

investment of the tools provided will be encouragement 

enough to drive usage by the users. This is a noble goal 

certainly, and it can definitely work, but not everyone is so 

swayed by the notion. Idealism in the face of apathy is no 

solution at all – but there is a clever way to circumvent this 

human entropy: Objective Objectives!

Think of it this way – the system itself should be enough 

of a draw, but we need to work smarter, not harder, 

and understanding human behavior is so much more 

manageable than working against human behavior. So 

why not top off your goal-based sundae with a cherry little 

check-in objective? If one of your measured goals is to 

check on your progress weekly, your employees will be 

compelled to engage with the system by default, and as 

a result will be more aware and engaged as a result. It’s a 

simple way to start off a good habit, and if the need is no 

longer there after a few quarters then go ahead and ditch 

it – but for the time being, your employees will be happy to 

earn their whole bonus on the simple grounds of checking 

in regularly.



THE CRUCIBLE

Finally, lets parse out another element of human 

nature which can help us take our MBOs and incentive 

compensation plans both from the realm of mere mortals 

into the pantheon of eternal plans. Infusing your designs 

with a competitive element is a surefire way to engage 

people across the board; for millennia people have been 

inventing new games and then challenging their peers 

and neighbors to best one another in said games This 

competitive flair is coded into us, and such designs are 

already leveraged in your Sales and Support departments 

– so why not make this a universal application?

Now, pro tip: everyone works differently, and competition 

is not going to be a cure-all for each employee in your 

workforce. You don’t want to create an aggressive culture 

where camaraderie is sacrificed in favor of combative 

interactions, so play this one smart. The goal here is not to 

pit your employees against each other to their detriment, 

but to set them along the same path towards collaborative 

achievement. Sure, there will be vying for victory, and 

you want that to encourage performance and growth, but 

support roles are just as important as hunters, so create 

a system that rewards rather than punishes. Find ways to 

compensate your key farmers with SPIFs specific to their 

functionality, and save the competition for team members 

ready to compete for glory. The reward and recognition 

from that should be an added bonus, with participation at 

the traditional level rewarded in kind.

The point here, as with all of these suggestions, is to think 

creatively – what would motivate you? What might grab 

your attention in a job listing, what systems could pull you 

away from your last company to investigate? You want to 

design plans that are great for their best practices, but 

incredible for their ingenuity and creativity. Once you 

have an established baseline, then play with your system 

within Xactly Objectives! Experiment with the parameters, 

study your workforce for strategy, and create systems that 

excite and delight. There is so much potential bubbling 

within these programs that it would be a shame to allow it 

to go unutilized. Build your baseline, find your spark, and 

let your workforce shine. 
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learn more about xactly

XACTLY PRODUCTS  
www.xactlycorp.com/products

Xactly Strategic Services offers prospective customers and current  
customers plan design support and implementation planning services

Visit www.xactlycorp.com or call 1.866.GO.XACTLY (469.2285)  
to learn more about how Xactly can help your business inspire performance.
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